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Introduction 
 
Last year, two articles in the Wall Street Journal and Harvard Business Review criticized the overall CEO 
pay model at U.S. companies.1,2 The authors of both articles, Robert Pozen and S. P. Kothari (both 
hereafter referred to as “PK”), link their criticisms to shortfalls in executive compensation governance 
(e.g., poor disclosure, misleading metrics, and selecting inappropriate peer groups) that have been 
allowed and/or encouraged by Board Compensation Committees. In this article, we address these 
critiques.  
 
We will focus on three responses to PK’s arguments: 
 

1. Say on Pay (SOP) votes indicate true shareholder support for corporate executive pay 
packages; 

2. The use of non-GAAP performance metrics in measuring incentive compensation 
performance is appropriate and meaningful; and   

3. At most companies, appropriate peer groups to benchmark executive pay and company 
performance are determined after a rigorous process.  

 
Primary Concerns and Our Response 
 
We believe that CEO compensation is a major competitive advantage for U.S. companies due to our 
own and extensive academic research, our decades of consulting with thousands of major companies, 
and the strong stock market performance created by the earnings growth of those companies. The 
CEO pay model has helped because a CEO’s pay package is directly linked to operational and stock 
price performance. In addition, high CEO stock ownership in response to shareholders and corporate 
stock ownership requirements have created even stronger alignment to shareholders. 
 

																																																								
1Robert C. Pozen and S.P. Kothari. “If the CEO is Overpaid, Blame the Compensation Committee.” The Wall Street 
Journal. August 21, 2017. https://www.wsj.com/articles/if-the-ceo-is-overpaid-blame-the-compensation-committee-
1503355104. 
 
2Robert C. Pozen and S.P. Kothari. “Decoding CEO Pay.” Harvard Business Review. August 2017. 
https://hbr.org/2017/07/decoding-ceo-pay. 
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In Table A, we have summarized PK’s key criticisms and our responses. Later in this article, we expand upon 
our responses with more specific comments on SOP results, non-GAAP metrics, and peer group selection.  
 
Table A – “If the CEO is Overpaid, Blame the Compensation Committee” 

PK’s Key Criticisms Pay Governance’s Response 
1. Shareholders approve CEO compensation via 

SOP vote by relying on flawed or incomplete,  
information in the proxy. 

1. Stock price and earnings performance have been strong 
over the past 10 years and more; CEO compensation has 
been aligned with shareholder returns.  

2. Peer groups are inappropriately selected to 
include larger and thus higher-paying 
companies. 

2. Nearly all large companies select appropriate peers 
using a highly disciplined and shareholder-friendly 
approach. 

3. Performance metric adjustments are 
inappropriate; taxes, depreciation, and stock 
compensation expense should not be 
excluded from incentive plan calculations. 

3. Companies use adjusted metrics and non-GAAP 
measures to focus management on core operating 
earnings; private equity firms and hedge funds report 
using EBITDA and other non-GAAP metrics to assess 
company performance. 

4. Compensation committees exercise poor 
governance of executive compensation 
overall and of incentive plans in particular; 
executive incentive payouts are too high 
given real performance, and shareholders are 
not given complete information with which 
to make SOP votes. 

 

4. Based upon historical SOP votes, shareholders appear to 
be highly satisfied with pay for performance (P4P) 
alignment. Our realizable pay study3  shows after-the-
fact realizable pay alignment with 3-year total 
shareholder return (TSR) versus the S&P 500. Edmans et 
al. recently found strong alignment between company 
performance and CEO pay and stock ownership for 
thousands of companies from 1992 to 2014.4 

5. Both articles imply that compensation 
committees are demonstrating poor 
corporate governance. 

5. Corporate governance in general and of executive 
compensation has improved dramatically over the past 
20 years — SOP votes, lead directors, stock ownership 
guidelines, enhanced proxy disclosure, reduced 
severance and pensions, independent committees, etc. 

6. Both articles criticize the disclosure in the 
proxies, especially regarding non-GAAP 
metrics, goals versus performance, and peer 
group selection. 

6. U.S. proxy disclosure of executive compensation is 
thorough and transparent. Every major facet of the 
compensation program is explained with an executive 
summary as well as text and tables which almost always 
demonstrate aligned P4P. While disclosure can always 
be improved, many shareholders already complain they 
are too long. 

 
SOP Votes Indicate Valid Shareholder Support for CEO Pay 
 
PK have criticized the SOP process and outcomes, stating that high shareholder approval is “undermined” by 
Compensation Committees’ flawed methods in setting executive compensation.1 However, shareholders have 
given favorable advisory votes in 2017 in approving executive compensation programs at 99% of Russell 3000 
companies, which improves upon the 97-98% approval rates experienced over the previous six years. 
Furthermore, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), Glass Lewis, and other proxy advisory firms conduct 
rigorous annual reviews of proxy-reported executive compensation using various analytical tools and models 
																																																								
3 Ira T. Kay, et al. “CEO Pay Well Aligned with Company Performance.” Pay Governance. February 8, 2016. 
http://paygovernance.com/ceo-pay-well-aligned-with-company-performance/. 
 
4Alex Edmans, et al. “Executive Compensation: A Survey of Theory and Evidence.” Social Science Research Network. June 
26, 2017. https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2992287. 
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to test the alignment between CEO pay and company performance. Historically, ISS has recommended negative 
advisory votes against approximately 12-13% of reviewed companies, thereby demonstrating implicit support 
for the remaining majority. The failure rate has been only 1-2% of all filing companies each year. In Table B, we 
have reported the ISS record for the past six years in its SOP advice to investor clients and subsequent voting 
outcomes. Early results for 2018 are also indicating another year of strong shareholder support for executive 
compensation. 
 
Table B – ISS HISTORICAL “AGAINST” VOTE RECOMMENDATION RATE 

Year 
# of  
ISS Recs. 

# of ISS 
“AGAINST” Recs 

“AGAINST” 
Rate 

#                           
Failed 

%                       
Failed 

2012 2,275 302 13.3% 56 2.5% 

2013 2,340 308 13.2% 53 2.3% 

2014 2,538 319 12.6% 58 2.3% 

2015 2,173 259 11.9% 55 2.5% 

2016 2,189 263 12.0% 35 1.6% 

2017 2,276 274 12.0% 29 1.3% 
 
Shareholders have supported the executive pay model of most U.S. companies. Our experience has been that 
the 1% that fail SOP advisory votes have typically had poor stock price performance and an executive pay 
program that failed to align with disappointing financial and/or stock price performance. This overall voting 
process is a strong endorsement of the executive pay model. 
 
Use of Non-GAAP Performance Metrics Is Appropriate     
 
It has been our experience as consultants that companies use adjusted financial metrics (e.g., non-GAAP 
measures such as adjusted earnings per share and EBITDA) in both their earnings releases and executive 
incentive plans for valid business reasons. Such reasons may include one or more of the following: 
 

• Alignment with business strategy 
• Focus on core long-term earnings and cash flow 
• Company-specific drivers of value creation translate into enhanced shareholder value and positive SOP 

outcomes 
• Non-GAAP metrics may remove outside factors from measurement that are beyond management’s 

direct influence and control (e.g., foreign exchange) 
• Generally, shareholders strongly support using non-GAAP earnings and understand their strengths and 

limitations 
• If shareholders disagree with a major adjustment (e.g., a legal settlement) relative to core economic 

earnings, the stock price can and will decline despite an improvement in adjusted earnings; this decline 
would create alignment of P4P 
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• Earnings guidance and incentive plan goals are often set forecasting some adjustments (e.g., 
acquisitions, depreciation and stock compensation); therefore, the executive team might not benefit 
from having those costs added back for incentive plan purposes5 

 
It is estimated that 90% of companies report an adjusted earnings metric as allowed by the SEC, and a similar 
percentage of companies use adjusted metrics in their incentive plans. 
 
Recent academic research reports that adjusted earnings and non-GAAP measures are relied upon by the 
investment community. In another recent paper of ours,6 we cite six studies validating the use of non-GAAP 
metrics as valuable inputs for performance measurement. A principal finding among the six academics is that 
investors regularly rely upon non-GAAP metrics for assessing company performance. Another study by PK 
found that shareholders are not misled by non-GAAP results because the earnings release includes GAAP 
results and a reconciliation.7 
 
Determination of Peer Groups 
 
PK argue that companies continue to choose larger and higher-paying peers for their pay analysis to increase 
compensation for their executives. Companies designate peer groups to benchmark both executive pay and 
company performance. It is important to note that there are no mandated rules or regulations specifying how 
peer groups should be determined and selected; there is no regulatory guidance on how many companies are 
to be selected or what measurement techniques are to be used. Despite this, most companies engage in a 
rigorous process to establish a peer group for benchmarking which must be disclosed in the proxy CD&A. This 
approach typically includes industry, size, and complexity screens. 
 
We recommend that companies go one step further by examining the commonality of peer selection and 
identification mutuality (i.e., how many peer companies also include your company in its selected peer group). 
Selecting peer companies that include your organization or other selected peers as comparable benchmarks 
adds further validity to the selection process. 
 
Finally, most companies review the peer group selection annually; companies may need to refine their group 
selection from year to year due to M&A activity and other industry dynamics. However, any peer group change, 
and the underlying reason for the proposed change, must be disclosed.  
 
Given the rigor that companies exercise in selecting their respective groups, we do not observe companies 
deliberately skewing their peers’ profiles to escalate executive pay. We believe the peer group selection 
process is clearly rigorous at most companies, considering size and labor market factors. Proxy advisors and 
shareholders of the Russell 3000 routinely agree with those companies’ peer group selection. The resulting 

																																																								
5 PK argue that depreciation should not be added back because it reflects “wear and tear on plant and equipment.”1  
However, many incentive plans also adjust for capital improvements above or below a budgeted amount to ensure that 
management has no incentive value in spending less than the optimal amount of capital. 
 
6Ira Kay, et al. “Assessing ISS’ Newly Selected GAAP Financial Metrics for CEO P4P Alignment: How Can Companies 
Respond?” Pay Governance. May 24, 2017. http://paygovernance.com/assessing-iss-newly-selected-gaap-financial-
metrics-for-ceo-p4p-alignment-how-can-companies-respond/. 
 
7Nicholas M. Guest et al. “High Non-GAAP Earnings Predict Abnormally High CEO Pay.” Social Science Research Network. 
September 6, 2017. https://ssrn.com/abstract=3030953. 
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peer groups have been successful in creating pay levels and structures that are competitively appropriate, 
motivating for executives, and fair to shareholders. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Executive compensation program design is complicated. In today’s regulatory environment, an S&P 500 
company will devote over 20 pages of the annual proxy to describing its executive compensation program with 
extensive narrative and table disclosures. In addition, there is ample additional financial information available 
to shareholders through the company’s 10K. 
  
Our experience is that most companies have properly constructed meaningful alignment between incentive 
pay and company performance. We find that strong P4P alignment is most frequently attributed to: 
 

• Incentive plan performance metrics that are highly correlated to gains in shareholder value; 
• Incentive plan designs which incorporate provisions recognizing both upside gain and downside risk 

with performance outcomes;  
• Rigorous performance targets (for performance metrics selected for incentive plan purposes) that are 

aggressive yet achievable (which may include non-GAAP metrics with appropriate explanation); and 
• Incentive plan designs that allow for an appropriate but limited amount of discretion in performance 

determination. 
 
PK recognize that “setting executive pay will always be a tricky process, since the goal is to reflect the 
performance while attracting top talent.”2 We agree and believe that committees have done exactly that, as 
evidenced by stock market performance and SOP voting results. We advocate that compensation committees 
continue to pursue their important role in rigorously measuring company performance and seeking new ways 
to improve P4P alignment.  
 
 
General questions about this Viewpoint can be directed via email to Ira Kay (ira.kay@paygovernance.com) or John 
Ellerman (john.ellerman@paygovernance.com).  


